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WHAT WILL MY CHILD LEARN IN SECOND GRADE?
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READING
1. Understanding New Words

Second graders understand many new words and use strategies for determining the meaning of
unknown words.

EXAMPLES:
Use what they understand about a sentence to figure out the meaning of an unknown
word or phrase in that sentence (use context clues to determine the meaning of a
word)
Use an understanding of prefixes to figure out what words mean (happy/unhappy, tell/
retell)
Use what is known about individual words to understand compound words (birdhouse,
bookshelf, notebook)
Continue to build vocabulary related to science (phase, inquiry, etc.), social studies
(population, culture, etc.), and math (equal, sum, graph etc.)

EXAMPLES:
Who is telling this part of the story? Where does the story take place? What can
learn about the setting of the story from this illustration? How is this story similar to
another that we have read? Why did the main character react that way? What in the
text makes you think so?
What is the main idea of this article? How do you know? What does this diagram
show us? Why is this issue important?

2. Read Unfamiliar Words with Phonics
Second graders use phonics and word analysis skills to read unfamiliar words.

( EXAMPLES:
Know the difference between "short" and "long" vowels in regularly-spelled one-
syllable words - for example: short a as in "hat" versus long a as in "rain;" short e as
in "bed" versus long e as in "feet;" short i as in "sit" versus long i as in "find;" short 0

as in "dot" versus long 0 as in "go;" short u as in "bug" versus long u as in "cute"
Recognize common irregularly spelled words (words that are not written the way they
sound) like "answer" "talk" and "friend", ,
Read words with common prefixes (un-, re-) and suffixes (-less, -ful) like "reuse"
and "useless"
Know sounds of common vowel 'teams' and letter pairings, ay as in "away," ee as
in "seed," oa as in "boat," oy as in "boy," etc.

3. Paying Attention to Details
. Second graders pay close attention to the details in a text, getting information from the words,
illustrations, and graphics. They ask and answer questions such as who, what, when, where,why
and how to demonstrate understanding.
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4. Retelling Stories
Second graders retell stories, fables, and folktales from many cultures (including different versions
of the same tale) and explain their central message, lesson, or moral.

5. Identifying the Main Idea
Second graders identify the main idea of informational texts (articles, books about science or social
studies topics, etc.), as well as the focus of each paragraph in the text.

6. Locating Key Facts and Info
Second graders use text features (e.g., captions, bold print, indexes) to locate key facts and
information.

7. Read with Purpose and Understanding
Second graders read 2nd grade text with purpose and understanding.

8. Engaging with a Variety of Texts
Second graders actively engage with a variety of rich and challenging texts to build a foundation
of knowledge in literature, science, social studies, and other subjects.

EXAMPLES:
"Who Has Seen the Wind?" by Christina G. Rossetti
Sarah,PlainandTall by Patricia Maclachlan
Poppleton inWinter by Cynthia Rylant
FromSeedto Plant by Gail Gibbons
A Drop of Water:A Bookof ScienceandWonder by Walter Rick
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WRITING
9. Capitalization and Punctuation

Second graders use basic rules of English capitalization and punctuation.

EXAMPLES:
Capitalize holidays (Fourth of July) and the names of people and places (Dallas, Texas,
Main Street)
Use commas in the greetings and closings of letters
Use apostrophes to form common contractions (can't, won't, don't), and to form
possessives (the dog's dish, the school's rules)

10. Writing Structured Stories
Second graders write a story with a clear beginning, middle, and end and descriptive details.

11. Writing Information Pieces
Second graders write an informational piece which introduces a topic, explains points using facts
and details, and ends with a concluding statement or action.

12. Writing an Opinion Piece
Second graders write an opinion piece which introduces a topic or text, states an opinion clearly,
and explains the reasons for the opinion.



13. Researching a Topic
Second graders work with others to research and write about a topic.

14. Using Technology
Second graders use technology to produce and share writing with guidance and support from adults.

LISTENING & SPEAKING
15. Complete Sentences

Second graders practice speaking in complete sentences, using basic rules of spoken English.
They - with prompting - refine, expand, and rearrange sentences to express ideas more clearly.

16. Participating in Conversations
Second graders participate in conversations about topics and texts being studied, listening carefully
to the ideas of others and asking and answering questions in order to gather more information or
deepen understanding of the topic.

17. Explaining Key Information
Second graders recall and explain key information and ideas from media presentations or books
read aloud.

(
NUMBERS & PLACE VALUE
1. Counting Up to One Thousand

Second graders count forward within 1000. They count by fives, and they can count and add by
tens and LOfls. For any given number between 100 and 900, second graders can mentally add ten
or 100 or subtract ten or 100.

2. Odd and Even Numbers
Second graders understand odd and even numbers. They tell whether there are an odd or even
number of objects in a group (of as many as 20 objects) by putting them into pairs and/or counting
by two.

3. Reading and Writing Large Numbers
Second graders read and write numbers through 1000, using numbers (352, 621, 1000) and
number names ("three hundred fifty-two," "six hundred twenty-one," "one thousand").

4. Relationship between Larger Numbers
Second graders understand the relationship between ones, tens and hundreds: ten ones equal ten, ten
tens equal one hundred, and ten hundreds equal one thousand. They understand that in a three-digit
number, the first digit represents the amount of hundreds, the second digit represents the amount
of tens, and the third digit represents the amount of ones - for example, 843 equals eight hundreds
(800), four tens (40), and three ones (3).
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5. Comparing LargeNumbers
Second graders compare three-digit numbers using the symbols> (greater than or more than),
= (equal to), and < (less than or fewer than) and explain using hundreds,tens, and ones.

ADDITION & SUBTRACTION
6. LargeNumbers

Second graders quickly and accurately add numbers that total 20 or less and subtract from
numbers up to 20.

7. One- and Two-Step Problems
Second graders solve one-step and two-step word problems by adding or subtracting numbers
through 100.

EXAMPLE:
Twenty-six cows were in the field. The farner herded in some more cows. Then there were
eighty-nine cows in the field. How many cows did the famer herd into the field?

26 +? = 89
89 - 26 =?

8. Adding LargeDigit Numbers
Second graders understand that in adding two three-digit numbers, you are adding hundreds and
hundreds, tens and tens, and ones and ones and you may need to compose a new ten or a new
hundred. They use models or drawings and explain their written method.

EXAMPLE:

336
+ 184

9. Adding within 1,000
Second graders learn to add within 1,000.

10. Subtracting LargeDigit Numbers
Second graders understand that in subtracting one three-digit number from another three digit
number, you are subtracting hundreds from hundreds, tens from tens and ones from ones, and you
may need to get more tens and ones in order to subtract. They use models or drawings and explain
their written method.

EXAMPLE:

724
- 258

11. Subtracting within 1,000
Second graders learn how to subtract within 1,000.
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13. Researching a Topic
Second graders work with others to research and write about a topic.
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I 14. Using Technology
Second graders use technology to produce and share writing with guidance and support from adults.

LISTENING & SPEAKING
15. Complete Sentences

Second graders practice speaking in complete sentences, using basic rules of spoken English.
They - with prompting - refine, expand, and rearrange sentences to express ideas more clearly.

16. Participating in Conversations
Second graders participate in conversations about topics and texts being studied, listening carefully
to the ideas of others and asking and answering questions in order to gather more information or
deepen understanding of the topic.

17. Explaining Key Information
Second graders recall and explain key information and ideas from media presentations or books
read aloud.
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NUMBERS & PLACE VALUE
1. Counting Up to One Thousand

Second graders count forward within 1000. They count by fives, and they can count and add by
tens and 100s. For any given number between 100 and 900, second graders can mentally add ten
or 100 or subtract ten or 100.

2. Odd and Even Numbers
Second graders understand odd and even numbers. They tell whether there are an odd or even
number of objects in a group (of as many as 20 objects) by putting them into pairs and/or counting
by two.

3. Reading and Writing Large Numbers
Second graders read and write numbers through 1000, using numbers (352,621, 1000) and
number names ("three hundred fifty-two," "six hundred twenty-one," "one thousand").

4. Relationship between Larger Numbers
Second graders understand the relationship between ones, tens and hundreds: ten ones equal ten, ten
tens equal one hundred, and ten hundreds equal one thousand. They understand that in a three-digit
number, the first digit represents the amount of hundreds, the second digit represents the amount
of tens, and the third digit represents the amount of ones - for example, 843 equals eight hundreds
(800), four tens (40), and three ones (3).
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MEASUREMENT & DATA
12. Reading Digital and Analog Clocks

Second graders read circular "face" clocks and digital clocks to tell time to the nearest five minutes.
They understand the concept of a.m. and p.m. in a 24-hour day. Second graders can tell the time
aloud and write the time in various ways using a.m. and p.m.

13. Measuring and Estimating Lengths
Second graders measure and estimate lengths of lines or objects in standard units, such as inches,
feet, centimeters, and meters, using a ruler. They write out and read measurements in inches (in)
or centimeters (ern). Second graders compare measurements (how many more, how many less).

14. Solving Word Problems
Second graders solve addition and subtraction word problems involving lengths in the same units
(within 100).

EXAMPLE:
A new roll of ribbon contains 72 inches of ribbon. Sara needs 26 inches of ribbon to wrap
a birthday present. If she cuts 26 inches from the beginning of a new roll, how many
inches of ribbon will be left?

15. Solving Problems Involving Money
Second graders solve addition and subtraction word problems involving money - coins (penny,
nickel, dine, quarter) and dollar bills.

EXAMPLE:
Antony has a quarter, two dimes, and five pennies. He wants to buy a whistle that costs
$1. How much more money does he need? What combination of coins would give him the
money he needs?

16. Picture and Bar Graphs
Second graders read and create picture graphs and bar graphs to show measurements, quantities,
or other data in up to four categories. They solve addition, subtraction, and comparison word
problems using information presented in a bar graph.

SHAPES
17. Identifying Common Shapes

Second graders identify triangles (three-sided shapes), quadrilaterals (four-sided shapes), pentagons
(five-sided shapes), and hexagons (six-sided shapes). They analyze by number
of sides and corners (angles).

18. Dividing Shapes
Second graders divide a rectangle into several rows of same-size squares and count to find the
number of squares. They divide circles and rectangles into halves, thirds, or fourths.
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